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SINCLAIR HIRING FROM WITHIN AUTO INDUSTRY
  Auto sales trends have been hard to read this year, with 
lots of ups and downs among brands. That’s been reflected 
in how carmakers have spent with local television stations, 
with some saying they’ve figured out how to get more 
money while others say they’re showing the TV business 
can grow despite softer spending in what remains the 
industry’s biggest category.
  “It’s been up. And I’m not sure you’re hearing 
that from other broadcasters,” Sinclair 
Television Group EVP/COO Steven Marks 
said on a recent conference call with Wall 
Street analysts. “We have a secret source and 
we do. And our numbers are up.” What’s that 
secret? Sinclair has been recruiting people 
from the automotive industry.
  “As our business changes, we have to 
change with the business,” Marks explained earlier this 
year. “We’re out hiring people that know the category, and 
we’re hiring them and we’re having these people call on 
the automotive business, and we’re seeing the results of it. 
So it’s a different strategy. Instead of hiring people that sell 
spots, we’re hiring people that sell cars, and we’re speaking 
the language better today than we’ve ever spoken the 
language, and we’re bearing the results.”
  There may be limits to that maneuver however. While 
Sinclair’s auto billings grew during the first half of 2019 
Marks said he’s seeing “some slowdown” in the category 
during the third quarter.
  Sinclair may simply be catching up to what some other 
companies are experiencing. Tegna said this month that 
its auto billings have been down. “It’s not violently down — 
you call it mid-single digit,” said CEO Dave Lougee, who 
explained that because so many other ad categories are 
showing growth the impact of auto’s softness has otherwise 
become muted. “The biggest story about auto is how little  
it’s become relative to our overall advertising and marketing 
services. We’ve seen our best quarter in quite some time, 
and we’re projecting more sequential improvement,” 
Lougee said.
  He also thinks car and truck sales numbers may not be 
more “sluggish” than what manufacturers are letting on. “The 
SAAR numbers are artificially inflated by fleet sales, so real 
sales at the dealership level are not up,” he told analysts, 
reminding them of the one-to-one correlation between sales 
and ad budgets. Plus there’s marketing budget tied to fleet 
sales numbers. “So you’ve seen it not just in TV. You’ve 
seen it in other forms of media that get auto advertising, so 
we’re not unique. And, in fact, the digital platforms are down 
significantly more than we are,” Lougee said.
  At Gray Television, automotive advertising accounted for 
22.7 percent of revenue in Q2, and CFO Jim Ryan said 
earlier this month they’re not seeing a “wholesale flight” of
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STATIONS EMBRACE CHANGE TO SECURE AUTO BILLINGS 
ADVERTISER NEWS
  McDonald’s is preparing for its entry into the spicy 
chicken sandwich wars, Business Insider reports. The 
fast-food chain is planning to launch a spicy BBQ sandwich 
in mid-September. The sandwich will be accompanied 
by spicy BBQ glazed tenders. Both menu items are 
variations on McDonald’s buttermilk crispy chicken, adding 

a Southwestern sauce to the sandwich 
and tenders. According to one McDonald’s 
employee, the menu items come after years 
of customer demands for a spicy chicken 
sandwich at the chain... Staying with fast-food 
battlefronts, this time macaroni and cheese: 
KFC says it will be adding mac-and-cheese 
bowls to its menu starting next week. The 
bowls are a twist on KFC’s existing bowl 
lineup, swapping a mashed-potato base for 

mac and cheese. KFC’s mac-and-cheese bowl takes the 
chain’s mac and cheese and tops it with crispy popcorn 
chicken and a three-cheese blend... Amazon will invest $15 
billion this year on initiatives and tools to serve the third-
party sellers that generated 58 percent of merchandise 
sales last year. The company said it has already introduced 
a slew of new tools, features and improvements this year 
to programs such as Fulfillment by Amazon, the Seattle 
Times reports... ALDI has foregone its typical shopping 
carts at a new location in urban Minneapolis in favor of 
baskets for customers who are more likely to walk, bike or 
bus to the store. The Minneapolis Star Tribune reports the 
store also features underground, heated parking for those 
arriving by car, which is a rarity for the grocer... Upwards 
of 40 percent of U.S. public schools and preschools now 
require uniforms, a trend that’s changing back-to-school 
shopping, The Washington Post reports. All of Old Navy’s 
1,100 U.S. stores now feature uniform hubs, and Target, 
Walmart and Amazon sell polo shirts, khakis and other 
uniform separates for children starting at age 2... Hasbro 
has announced that it will stop using plastic bags, shrink 
wrap and elastic bands for its new products by the end of 
2022, KDKA-TV in Pittsburgh reports. While most of the 
toys Hasbro sells are made of plastic, the company has a 
recycling program in place that allows consumers to print 
free shipping labels and send unwanted toys to TerraCycle, 
where they’re turned into new products... Mall-based chains 
are the have-nots of retailing, The Dallas Morning News 
reports. Earnings at mall-based retailers fell 29 percent 
during the first half of the year, while those operating stores 
off-mall were up 3 percent, according to Retail Metrics... 
Nordstrom beat Wall Street’s earnings expectations after 
cutting costs and excess inventory levels, Reuters reports. 
The retailer’s net earnings for the second quarter came in 
at 90 cents per share, ahead of the consensus of 75 cents. 
Nordstrom reported that net sales fell about 2 percent as 
the company’s namesake and Rack stores posted declines. 
Digital sales rose 4 percent during the period.
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AVAILS
  THE KUBE / TV 57 – Houston’s fastest-growing television 
station is looking for Local Account Executives. We 
want positive, self-motivated, passionate sellers who also 
want to enjoy a growing company. 
Solid references and a history of sales 
performance are critical and must be 
able to get to key decision makers. 
Some travel required. College degree preferred. Prior media 
sales experience in TV, radio or cable is required. Please 
send resume, references and cover letter explaining why 

you are the right candidate to jobs@
kube57.com. EOE.
  Nexstar’s duopoly of WAVY-TV 
(NBC) / WVBT (FOX), Norfolk, Va., is 
looking for a Director of Sales. WAVY/
WVBT is seeking a strategic thinking, 
business-minded, dynamic leader who 
is passionate about television and 
digital. We need a solid leader who 
will be responsible for leading and 
implementing initiatives to grow revenue 
through providing value to broadcast 

and digital customers. Bachelor’s degree in Marketing, 
Advertising or Mass Communications or a related field, or 
an equivalent combination of education and work-related 
experience required. CLICK HERE for more info or to apply. 
EOE.
  WJZY/WMYT, the Fox O&O television station in Charlotte, 
N.C., seeks a highly motivated Account Executive who will 
help local and regional advertisers achieve their business 
objectives through effective TV and digital advertising. The 
ideal candidate must be able to identify qualified targets, use 
strong communication and presentation skills throughout 
the sales process, and maintain a high closing ratio. A four-
year college degree is required. Media sales experience is 
strongly preferred. Knowledge of media math, TV ratings 
and web metrics is a plus. CLICK HERE for details or to 
apply now. EOE/M/F/V/D.
  News Channel 13 (KRDO, Colorado Springs) is looking for 
a Director of Sales who is highly motivated with a proven 
record of success to oversee sales revenue for television 
and digital and continue a sales tradition of revenue success. 
The DOS is responsible for maximizing revenue goals, 
strategic training and development of local and national 
sales, developing and leveraging client relationships, 
effective pricing and spot inventory management, and 
nontraditional revenue programs. To be considered for the 
position, please APPLY HERE. Job Requisition #19-1230.  
No calls, please. EOE.
  WBRC (Gray TV, Fox affiliate) in Birmingham, Ala., is 
searching for a Digital Sales Manager to lead the station’s 
efforts in the development of new and incremental digital 
business; reduce digital churn; oversee the station’s (2) 
digital sales specialists while coaching, training, mentoring 
and leading a top-notch group of local AEs. This is not a desk 
job! Our next DSM will hit the streets daily alongside our 
AEs to develop deep and mutually beneficial relationships 
with current and future clients. To apply, please visit www.
gray.tv/careers. EOE.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

REPORT: NETFLIX RIVALS INCHING CLOSER
  While it remains the dominant force in streaming, Netflix 
has seen its market share erode slightly in a trend that’s 
likely to continue, research firm eMarketer predicts.
  In a new forecast, reported by Deadline, the firm said 
Netflix’s U.S. viewership is currently 55.3 percent of 
the population, or 182.5 million people. The viewership 
figure is an extrapolation of how many people ultimately 
avail themselves of the company’s 60.1 million domestic 
subscriber accounts.
  Despite a wobbly Q2 earnings report, which saw the 
company disclose its first dip in domestic 
subscribers in eight years, Netflix will 
see U.S. viewership rise 7.6 percent 
this year over 2018 levels, eMarketer 
said. Even so, the company’s share of 
U.S. OTT subscription users will fall to 
87 percent this year from 90 percent in 
2014, dipping further to 86.3 percent 
by 2023, as the marketplace becomes 
more diversified.
  The report focuses on established 
players Hulu, Amazon Prime Video, 
HBO Now and Sling TV, but the marketplace will soon get 
even more crowded as Disney+, Apple TV+ and HBO Max 
debut.
  In 2019, eMarketer estimates, Amazon Prime Video will 
remain No. 2 in subscription streaming, with 96.5 million 
viewers, a nearly 9 percent jump from 2018. By 2021, the 
e-commerce behemoth’s video offering will reach one-third 
of the U.S. population.

NETWORK NEWS
  Matt Bomer, Vanessa Bayer and Blythe Danner are all 
set to return for the final season of NBC’s Will & Grace, 
Variety reports. Bomer will reprise his role as Will’s boyfriend 
McCoy Whitman, Bayer will return as bakery owner Amy, 
and Danner will again star as Will’s mother Marilyn Truman. 
Danner has earned two Emmy nominations for the role. 
The show is leaving the airwaves after its 11th season... 
NBC and The Paley Center for Media are collaborating 
to produce The Paley Center Salutes The Good Place, 
an hour-long special in celebration of the fourth and final 
season of the Michael Schur-created comedy. The special 
is scheduled to air Thursday, Sept. 19 at 8 PM (ET), a week 
before the farewell season premiere. It will be comprised of 
the best moments from the show’s first three seasons and 
will feature interviews with stars Ted Danson, Kristen Bell, 
William Jackson Harper, Jameela Jamil, Manny Jacinto 
and D’Arcy Carden, as well as with Schur... Former 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer star Sarah Michelle Gellar is 
staking out a return to TV. The actress is attached to star 
in and executive produce a dramedy that’s in development 
at Fox. Other People’s Houses, based on a novel by 
Abbi Waxman, reunites Gellar with Ringer creators Eric 
Charmelo and Nicole Snyder, who are adapting the 
book. The project has a script commitment. Other People’s 
Houses is described as a suburban dramedy, centered on 
nine people who live in Los Angeles’ Larchmont Village 
neighborhood. Through the lens of social media, the 
characters navigate the emotional ups and downs of being 
parents, partners, neighbors and friends.
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STATIONS EVOLVE TO SECURE AUTO BILLINGS 
(Continued from Page 1)
auto brands, but rather more brands are “taking a little bit 
more off the table than putting money on the table.” Gray said 
they’ve been especially hurt by cuts made by Ford putting 
more of a focus on trucks and SUVs compared to sedans 
while Dodge/Chrysler/Jeep has had “product issues.” The 
net effect is national auto advertising dollars have been hurt 
the most. Some of those dollars may be moving to network. 
CBS said this month that its auto billings “were especially 
strong” during Q2.

  Beyond automotive, television group 
heads say they’re seeing improved 
spending in a range of categories and 
that’s helping offset what’s going on in 
the automotive category. Among the 
growth areas are professional services 
like insurance and legal, banking, media 
and telecom, packaged goods, utilities 
and education.
  “Core advertising has been consistent,” 
Marks said. “It hasn’t been robust but it’s 
been consistent and it’s been positive.”

STUDIOS GET ILLEGAL STREAMER SHUT DOWN
  A group of Hollywood studios has won a permanent 
injunction against Vader Streams, which they accused of 
illegally streaming hundreds of TV shows and movies to 
online audiences in the U.S. and Canada, TVTechnology 
reports.
  The injunction was issued by the Federal Court in Canada, 
which also slapped a $10 million fine on the pirate.
  The group, which calls itself the Alliance for Creativity 
and Entertainment, includes most of the world’s largest 
entertainment conglomerates including Sony, Netflix, 
Warner Bros. and Disney. It sued in January 2018.
  The group said Vader was a key part of a complicated, 
IPTV piracy network, which until recently was feeding more 
than 200 dealers of illicit content with unauthorized access to 
1,300 live streaming television channels and a library of up to 
2,400 movies and 350 television shows.
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If it’s the Psychic Network, 
why do they need a phone 

number?

WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

BUNDLE OFFER JOLTS INTEREST IN DISNEY+
  Disney captured the attention of cord-cutters across the 
U.S. with its recent announcement that in November, it 
would offer a streaming service bundle of Hulu, ESPN+, 
and the upcoming Disney+ for $12.99 per month.
  CivicScience has surveyed about 13,500 U.S. adults on 
Disney+ since mid-February. While interest has increased 
slightly over time, only 5 percent overall said they were 
“very likely” to subscribe through the end of July. Another 
11 percent said they were “somewhat likely” to subscribe.
  With the bundle announcement, things have changed 
dramatically. In CivicScience’s latest 
survey, 9 percent of respondents said 
they’re “very interested” to sign on for 
the new bundle in November. Another 
22 percent said they were somewhat 
interested in subscribing.
  Of course, the impending launch of 
Disney+ will be top-of-mind for Netflix 
executives as the company fights to retain 
its title as the “king” of streaming services 
amid a growing field of challengers. 
  In CivicScience’s survey, most of those 
who said they would subscribe to Disney+ currently have a 
Netflix subscription. Luckily for the latter, it looks as though 
there is room for both in most household budgets. Out of 
more than 2,300 overall respondents, only 2 percent said 
the introduction of the Disney+ / Hulu / ESPN+ bundle 
would cause them to delete their Netflix accounts. 
  Filtering the data further, just 5 percent of Netflix users 
said they’d drop their accounts in exchange for Disney+.

THIS AND THAT
  Industry observers are speculating that Disney’s focus 
on its new Disney+ streaming service may put Direct-to-
Consumer Chairman Kevin Mayer in a prime position to 
succeed Bob Iger, the current CEO, according to The 
Hollywood Reporter. Iger has said he will retire in 2021 
but may postpone his departure... Volkswagen has denied 
a report in a German business publication that Volkswagen 
CEO Herbert Diess is interested in acquiring a stake in 
Tesla. “The speculation about buying a stake in Tesla made 
by Manager Magazin is without merit,” Volkswagen tells 
Reuters.

APOLLO GLOBAL OFFERS TO ACQUIRE TEGNA
  Local TV station owner Tegna said it has received an offer, 
reportedly worth $3 billion, to sell itself to private equity firm 
Apollo Global Management, Rapid TV News reports.
  Tegna stations cover around a tenth of the U.S., claiming 
about 11 million households. In June 2019, the company 
sealed a multi-year affiliation renewal deal with CBS 
covering TV stations in 11 markets.
  In this latest move, Tegna said it received a letter from 
Apollo in late February signalling its interest; and then a 
second letter saying that it would combine Tegna with 
other broadcast assets it is acquiring, such as the Cox 
TV stations. Tegna said that transaction would not have 
constituted a change of control for Tegna.
  Cox Enterprises agreed to sell a majority interest in Cox 
Media Group to Apollo in June. Cox Media Group owns 13 
TV stations.


